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Pdffolio 2019 
 

This is a collection of [70] tunes, mostly from old sources and not generally available,  together with a 

few new compositions contributed by different pipers – many of you will know some tunes that aren’t 

regularly played, but sit well on the Northumbrian pipes.  

I’ve edited some of the tunes in places. Most of the tunes, but not all, are either Northumbrian, 

or from Northumbrian sources. I have added some from further afield that sit well on the pipes. There 

are a few versions from outside the Northumbrian tradition, but of tunes known in Northumberland; 

conversely there are a few variation sets from Northumberland of tunes from Scotland and Ireland. I 

have tried to include a lot of variation sets – in different ways, they are central to all the piping 

traditions of the British Isles. 

There will be many other tunes, whether old and hidden, or only played a lot in one session, or 

newly composed, that are worth sharing. Please send me any suggestions – there may well be enough 

for another of these collections before long. When I was putting this together, one thing that struck me 

was that so many good tunes turned up so quickly. This project may ultimately develop into another 

tunebook.  

I’d like to thank Alan Douglass, Edric Ellis, Iain Gelston, Richard Heard, Rob Say, Matt Seattle, 

Edmund Spriggs, Wallie Ogilvie, and Graham Wells for suggesting, or letting me use some of these 

tunes,  suggesting where I might find others, and for their help with the notes. I’d particularly like to 

thank Matt Seattle, whose notes and advice are always helpful, and Richard Heard, for rescuing and 

sharing the Fenwick manuscript. 

John Gibbons 

April 2019 
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1 THE MILLER’S DAUGHTER 

 

2 THE WATERLOO REEL, OR WILLIE DAVIE 

 

3 THE NILE 

 

4 JEMMY’S LOST HIS WALLET
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5 BELLINGHAM HIRING

 

 

6 JOCK WILLIAMSON’S REEL

 

7 THE BONNIEST O’ THEM A’

 

 

8 KEMPSHOT HUNT
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9 MISS BRANDLING OF GOSFORTH’S REEL, OR THE FOX -  Abraham Mackintosh

 

10 MISS VARDY’S REEL      Abraham Mackintosh 
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11 MRS. MAJOR HEDLEY’S REEL     Mr Greenwell

 

 

12, 13 ‘LIONEL WINSHIP’S REEL’ and MR. SHARP’S QUADRILLE      Anon, R. Lightfoot

 

  

14 THE 21ST OF OCTOBER, OR THE BATTLE OF TRAFALGAR   Abraham Mackintosh  
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15 a,b,c HE’S A BONNY LITTLE LAD, IF THAT BE HIM               Three ways

 

 

16 KISS HER UP THE BURN 
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17 A TRIP TO EARSDON 

 

 

18 PERCY STREET

 

 

19a JACK LATTEN WITH VARIATIONS 

O’Farrell’s set 
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19b JACKEY LATTIN                John Smith MS, ed. John Stokoe

 

 

20 THE RIGHTS OF MAN      As in Köhler’s Violin Repository 
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21 THE WILLOW WEAVERS JIG      Wallie Ogilvie 

 

 

22 DOWN WITH THE FRENCH       William Winter’s MS

 

 

23 THE FIGHT         William Winter’s MS 

 

 

24 SLIP IT IN EASY         Thompson’s Complete Collection 
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25 THE BOUNCING HUSSY

 

 

26 BONNY NEW MARKET

 

Fenwick of Bywell’s off to Newmarket 

And he’ll be there or we get started. … 

 

27 A FAVOURITE IRISH QUICK MARCH        Mackintosh’s Collection 

 

28 FILL THE TANKARD HINNY

 

 Fill the Tankard, lassie, Fill the Tankard hinny, 

 Fill the Tankard lassie, Tell us what’s to pay 

 

The Barrel it is out, The Beer it is bad, 

I cannot fill the Tankard, Had away me lad. 
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29 THE LOW LIGHT POTTINS 

 

30a BANG THE RATTLE       John Hall’s set 

 

 

30b BANG THE RATTLE       John Rook’s set 
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31 MR SHAW’S HORNPIPE         

  

 

32 WOOD’S HORNPIPE         

 

33 THE EQUINOX HORNPIPE       Andrew Burn 
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34 THE CARTER BAR        Jimmy Nagle 

 

 

35 SUMMERS HORNPIPE 
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36 EDWARDS’ HORNPIPE

 

 

37 THE STOCKPORT HORNPIPE 

 

38 THE SHEFFIELD  HORNPIPE
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39 SCHOTTISCHE 

After Will Atkinson

 

40 THE HIGH TEA 

Michelle Soinne 
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41 LANG STAYED AWAY 

Variations by Chris Ormston

 

 

 

42 MR BESFORD’S BIRTHDAY HORNPIPE     Chris Ormston
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43 CADY LADDIE

 

44 DICK’S MAGGOT 

 

45 SELDOM CLEANLY – or - CLARTY BITCH THE MAIDEN   Arranged John Gibbons 
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46 THE NEWCASTLE RACER     Variations by Edric Ellis
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47 THE DEVIL’S DOORBELL 

Iain Gelston

 

 

48 BONNY LAD IF YOU CAN SHOW ME THE WAY TO WALLINGTON 

a - Henry Clough’s set, as written 

 

 b - rhythm regularised 
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49 SHEW’S THE WAY TO WALLINGTON          James Reid’s Set 
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50 SOUTH SHIELDS VOLUNTEERS STRATHSPEY

 

 

51 MAJOR LINSHILL’S STRATHSPEY 
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52 JOHNNIE COPE 
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53 UP AND WAUR THEM A’ WILLIE   Variations by James Oswald 
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54 GI’E THE MAWKING MAIR O’T    Variations by James Oswald  
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55 ALL THE GRAY MEAL’S GONE
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56 CUT AND DRY DOLLY       Robert Riddell’s set 
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57  HIGHLAND LADDIE (Highland Black Laddie)  Variations by Robert Mackintosh 
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58 DORRINGTON LADS       The Reids’ Set
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59 JOCKEY’S A TRAYTOR 
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60a PADDY O’RAFFERTY        John Rook’s set 
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60b PADDY O’RAFFERTY       Lionel Winship’s set 
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61 THROUGH THE LANG MOOR, OR, HAUD AWAY HAME 
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62 NORA CRIONA - THE POLICEMAN 
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63 JACKSON’S WALK TO LIMERICK – THE COOPER OF STANNERTON HEUGH 

 

 

64 PADDY WHACK 
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65 BUNG YOUR EYE         Variations by John Gibbons
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66 THE MONAGHAN JIG

 

 

67 AT HOME WAD I BE, AND MY SUPPER WAD I SEE

 

 At hame wad I be,    And my supper wad I see 

 And marry with a lass,  Of my own country. 

 

 If I were at hame,  I wad ne’er return again, 

But marry with a lass  In my own country. 

  

 There’s the oak and the ash, And the bonny ivy tree 

 How canst thou gan away And leave me? 

 

 O stay my love stay,  And do not gang away, 

O stay my love stay,  Along with me. 

 

68 CHEVY CHASE 

“As played by Mr. Thos. Green, the Duke of Northumberland’s piper” 
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69 SIR JOHN FENWICK’S THE FLOWER AMANG THEM
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Notes on sources 
 

The John Smith manuscript, dated in the 1750s, belonged to Lewis Proudlock, a miner, poet, novelist 

and dancing master who died in 1914. He had bought the manuscript at a farm sale near Angerton around 

1881. It contained about 200 tunes, and 20 tunes were copied from it by John Stokoe in 1887. 

Proudlock’s possessions were sold in 1911, and the current whereabouts of the manuscript is unknown. 

Stokoe’s copy may be read on FARNE. 

The Vickers manuscript was compiled in Newcastle around 1770. It has been republished, with 

extensive notes, by Matt Seattle, as The Great Northern Tunebook.  

Aird’s Selection of Scotch, English, Irish and Foreign Airs. These were published in  six volumes. They 

contain good versions of many tunes popular at the time, and seem to have been the source for many 

subsequent versions.  

The Fenwick manuscript was only recently rediscovered, and is currently owned by Richard Heard. It 

was assembled throughout the second half of the 19th century. It contains many tunes including some 

attributed to Peacock and some to the Reids, as well as some previously unknown material. There are 

three  

The Shields Dance Tunes are fourteen pieces of printed music, all from the same collection, pasted into 

the Fenwick manuscript. The titles are associated with the North and South Shields area, and suggest a 

fairly precise date for their composition; Major Linskill commanded the North Shields and Tynemouth 

Volunteers only between 1798 and 1802, a period when regular dancing assemblies were held including 

some sponsored by that militia unit, dating these tunes to about 1800. ‘The Nile’ is presumably from just 

after the Battle of the Nile in 1798. 

The John Bell  manuscript was compiled in the early 19th century, mostly containing song tunes, together 

with some dance tunes. It was an important source for The Northumbrian Minstrelsy. It may be read on 

FARNE. 

The Abraham Mackintosh Collection was printed early in the 19th century. Mackintosh was the son of 

Robert Mackintosh, ‘Red Rob’, a fiddler-composer from Perthshire. It includes some tunes composed by 

himself, often named or renamed for local patrons,  some by other composers or unattributed, including 

some local tunes. It may be read on FARNE, or on the National Library of Scotland website, where it is 

dated to about 1805.  

Mackintosh’s Trafalgar Collection was a sheet of three tunes, two of his own, one of his father’s, 

almost certainly published just after the battle of Trafalgar, which may be read on the National Library of 

Scotland website.  

The Lionel Winship manuscript is dated 1833, and was compiled by Lionel Winship, who lived at Moat 

Hill Farm, in Wark. It currently belongs to Graham Wells. It can be read on FARNE. Winship included 

several tunes suitable for Union pipes, from different sources.  

The John Hall manuscript, also dated 1833, also belongs to Graham Wells. Many of the tunes are written 

in a high register, suggesting it was perhaps compiled for flute, but many of the tunes are suitable for 

pipes. 

Cornelius Stanton’s manuscripts, formerly belonging to Lance Robson, were compiled in the mid-19th 

century. He owned a copy of Peacock’s collection, and attributes some tunes, including Blackett of 

Wylam, to Peacock which aren’t in that collection. As Bewick also had that tune, and learned from 
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Peacock, Stanton may also have been a pupil of Peacock’s. His MS was an important source for John 

Stokoe, and the Northumbrian Minstrelsy. 

John Rook’s manuscript was dated 1848, in Cumberland, but Rook had previously lived in North 

Shields. Rook played several instruments, including Northumbrian smallpipes. It contains many 

Northumbrian smallpipe tunes, including some direct or indirect copies from Peacock, and the version of 

Dorrington Lads derives from the Reids. The entire manuscript, except for one page, can be read on Ross 

Anderson’s Music Page. 

The William Hall Lister manuscript seems to date from the mid-19th century, and has the signatures of 

‘William Hall Lister, East Bolden’, and Robert Lister. East Boldon is between South Shields and 

Sunderland. 

The Crawhall manuscript is dated 1872. As well as including some tunes copied from Bewick, others 

correspond to tunes in other sources, including Winship, and some of the tunes are not otherwise known. 

It belongs to the Morpeth Chantry Museum collection. Parts of it can be read on FARNE.  

Crawhall’s book of pipe tunes, for the guidance of competitors, was published in 1877. It is very rare, 

even though 300 copies were printed. It includes more tunes than the pipe tune section of the 

Northumbrian Minstrelsy, some in much more detail, published a few years later.  

The John Johnson Choice collection of country dances was published in London in the mid-18th century, 

in eight volumes. They include many tunes, some corresponding to different variants of well-known 

tunes, or to examples of well-known tune families. Some correspond to tunes in the Vickers manuscript. 

Transcripts can be read on the website of the Village Music Project.  

The William Winter manuscript is from West Somerset, and is dated between 1848 and 1850. It belongs 

to the Halsway Manor Society, who have published its contents. Some of the tunes are found in sources 

from across the country, but are not widely known; some fit the pipes very well.  

O’Neill’s Music of Ireland was compiled early in  the 20th century in Chicago. As well as notations of 

tunes from living players, it included copies of earlier material, and some long variation sets.  

O’Farrell wrote two collections of music for Union pipes, The Pocket Companion for the Union Pipes, 

and National Irish Music for the Union Pipes. These include many tunes from both sides of the Irish Sea, 

and some of these settings are found in collections from the North-East.  
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Notes on the Tunes 

 

1 The Miller’s Daughter, This set of the Miller’s Daughter is more ornate than Peacock’s. The birls on 

the d  are easier played dc#d. 

2 The Waterloo Reel. Fenwick’s Waterloo Reel corresponds to the first two strains of a tune known in 

Scotland as Willie Davie; I have added the third strain of Willie Davie here. Both The Miller’s Daughter 

and The Waterloo Reel are written on the same page of the Fenwick manuscript. In the Waterloo Reel, 

the first two strains are as in Fenwick, the third is taken from Davies’ Caledonian Repository, where it is 

in A. 

3 The Nile. This is one of the Shields dance tunes. These three tunes all group well together. Without an 

extended chanter, playing the first half of bar 5 an octave higher also works well. 

4 Jemmy’s Lost His Wallet. Crawhall’s set is much simpler than the version in NPS4, which has much 

more in common with the related tune, Neil Gow’s Wife. Lionel Winship also had a good variant of the 

tune, which he called Highland Air. 

 

5 Bellingham Hiring. This set is in D in Hall’s manuscript, and goes outside the pipes’ range, so I have 

transposed it down a fifth here. The second strain, as written, had 6 bars and didn’t quite seem to make 

sense. I have edited it, inserting two bars from elsewhere in the tune, to make it up to 8 bars. 

6 Jock Williamson’s Reel. A simple reel, fitting a plain chanter, apparently unknown elsewhere. The title 

is hard to read here, and is not in Winship’s own hand. 

7 The Bonniest O’ Them A’ This is in the Stanton and Crawhall MSS. 

8 The Kempshot Hunt This reel is in A in Mackintosh’s collection – it is almost identical in Aird, where 

it is in G. As written, the grace notes in bars 1 and 9 are short,  and before the beat, those in bars 10 and 

11 are longer, and on the beat. 

9 Miss Brandling of Gosforth’s Reel This reel, by Mackintosh himself, is renamed for a local patron, 

and it is perhaps his most widely known composition. He called it The Fox in his earlier 1796 collection – 

it was published recently with that name in Geordie Syme’s Paircel o Tunes, by Matt Seattle. In Ireland, it 

is known as Colonel Rodney. This is similar in its first strain to Newburn Lads, and in the second, 

reminiscent of The Mason’s Apron. The original was in A. 

10 Miss Vardy’s Reel Another tune by Mackintosh. The long scale and the octave leaps both sound very 

well on the pipes, and the tune deserves playing more widely. 

11 Mrs. Major Hedley This, by Mr. Greenwell, is in F in the collection. I have not been able to identify 

Mr. Greenwell; there were several contemporary local press references to different people of that name. 

12, 13 Lionel Winship’s Reel and Mr. Sharp’s Quadrille The first tune is unnamed in Winship’s 

manuscript; it fits naturally with Mr. Sharp’s Quadrille, a Robert Lightfoot composition in CMB, so I 

have paired them here. It is possible they are both by Lightfoot, as he was alive when the Winship 

manuscript was being coompiled. 

14 The 21st of October, or The Battle of Trafalgar News of the battle reached Newcastle on November 

12th, 1805, so this may be the most precisely dateable composition in this collection. 
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15 He’s A Bonnie Little Lad, If That Be Him Three different variants, all attractive. The first is in the 

part of the Fenwick manuscript written by Cornelius Stanton, the second from the Lionel Winship MS, 

the third is from the Joseph Crawhall MS. This title, from the Crawhall MS, seems to be a line of a lyric. 

Crawhall and Stanton both mark a repeat of the second strain, but it seems to make more sense to play it 

once, as Winship indicates. 

 

16 Kiss Her Up The Burn This is from John Bell’s manuscript, where it is in F major/ Dminor. 

17  A Trip to Earsdon One of the Shields dance tunes. 

18 Percy Street Another of the Shields dance tunes. 

19a Jack Latten with Variations This set is from O’Farrell’s Collection of National Irish Music for the 

Union Pipes. The Fenwick manuscript includes a set in Cornelius Stanton’s handwriting, consisting of the 

first 2 of these strains, transposed into G. 

19b Jackey Lattin This is as transcribed by John Stokoe from the lost John Smith manuscript. It has a lot 

in common with Peacock’s later version. 

20 The Rights of Man This set is different both from that in NPS 2, and the one in the Tom Clough 

manuscripts. There are probably as many versions of this tune as there are players – it would be a mistake 

to regard any as the ‘right’ version. 

21 The Willow Weaver’s Jig A recent composition by Wallie Ogilvie 

22 Down With The French  This is widespread, found in many sources from the mid-18th century 

onwards, including William Winter’s tune book, from West Somerset, where it is in D.  

 

23 The Fight is also taken from William Winter’s book – the tunes and their titles go well together. I 

have altered bar 6 of each strain of The Fight, so that it climbs, rather than leaps, to the following g. 

24 Slip It In Easy One of many tunes in a large family, the 6/8 analogue of the Highland Laddie tunes – 

the usual Irish name for tunes in this family is Domhnall na Greine.  

25 The Bouncing Hussy A simple jig from the Vickers manuscript. Vickers gives 2 sharps here, but the 

tune is certainly in G. The tune works best with F naturals – in this form it sounds very well on Border 

Pipes. It is not so much a tune, as the scheme of a tune;  like Jockey’s a Traytor, Paddy O’Rafferty, or 

The Major, it could be used as the basis for a long variation set, keeping the harmony and the tag 

unchanged. 

26 Bonny New Market This vocal version is found in John Bell’s manuscript, in F, and in Cornelius 

Stanton’s manuscripts in G. John Bell says “There was a ballad once popular in the North, 

commemorating the exploits of a North Country Squire who had matched his mare “Duchess” against a 

Newmarket horse, and who won his race by the sagacity or cunning of his trainer. 

27 A Favourite Irish Quick March This was printed in Mackintosh’s collection, but was not one of his 

compositions. 

28 Fill the Tankard Hinny A little-known song from John Bell’s manuscript, where it is in F. Cornelius 

Stanton wrote down the tune in G. 

29 The Low Light Pottins A good rant, from the Rook manuscript. The title seems to link it to North 

Shields, where Rook lived for some years. The word ‘pottins’ is clear to read in the manuscript, but its 

meaning is obscure. In an entry in the Dictionary of the Scots Language, ‘pottin peices’ are listed together 
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with, but distinguished from, ‘culveringis’, which are long narrow-bore cannon. DSL states that the word 

‘pottin’ is only Scots; however some Scots words are found south of the Border, though not in standard 

English. Some kind of artillery would certainly make sense at Clifford’s Fort, where the Low Light is 

sited.  

30 a, b Bang The Rattle Version a is from the John  Hall manuscript, b is from John Rook. Although 

they are very different, they are recognisably the same tune, and the variants go well together. With a 

little adjustment, they could be made to harmonise. 

31 Mr. Shaw’s Hornpipe  From the John Hall manuscript, apparently unknown elsewhere. 

32 Wood’s Hornpipe This appears in Hall’s manuscript immediately below Mr. Shaw’s Hornpipe. 

Although little-known, it was published earlier in Aird’s Collection, and later in Köhler’s Repository and 

Kerr’s  Merry Melodies. 

33 The Equinox Hornpipe A recent composition by Andrew Burn. 

34 The Carter Bar  Not quite a Northumbrian tune - Jimmy Nagle is a fiddler from Jedburgh. The 

triplets are to be read as two grace notes preceding a melody note, which takes up most of the time. 

 

35 Summers Hornpipe This version is taken from the Lionel Winship manuscript, but there is another 

version in the Hall Lister manuscript, though the title is very indistinct there. 

36 Edward’s Hornpipe This is from John Hall’s manuscript, where it is a fourth higher. It was published 

earlier in Scotland. 

37 The Stockport Hornpipe The title suggests this is not a local tune, but Köhler’s Violin Repository 

was compiled in Newcastle, so it was probably played on Tyneside. 

38 The Sheffield Hornpipe This is from John Hall’s manuscript. It is a completely different tune from its 

namesake in the Charlton Memorial Book. I have transposed it down to G from D – many of Hall’s 

settings are in a high register. It would work well as a rant. 

39 Schottische This is my transcription from Will Atkinson’s playing. The tune dates from the 19th 

century – a longer version is in the mid/late 19th century Readshaw MS, from Alston.  I have tried to get 

some of the details of rhythm and articulation right, but there are many details of his recording that aren’t 

here – in particular there were hardly any exact repeats. Nearly everything is staccato, but notes marked 

staccato are very short indeed, those marked tenuto are a bit longer. 

 

40 The High Tea Michelle composed this after visiting Willy Taylor, and it’s since developed a life of its 

own. Rob Say used a different variant at a Halsway course some years ago, while The Session, which 

mistakenly attributes it to Willy Taylor himself, has several different versions. This is as Michelle herself 

plays it.  

41 Lang Stay’d Away The first three strains are a traditional triple-time hornpipe, printed in the 

Northumbrian Minstrelsy. There is an almost identical version in the Rook manuscript, there called 

Welcome Home my Dearie. The two titles may well be related - combining the two titles gives the line 

‘Lang Stay’d Away, Welcome Home My Dearie’ which fits the rhythm of the tune, so may have been the 

first line of a song. The three variations are by Chris Ormston. 

42 Mr Besford’s Birthday Hornpipe A hornpipe of Chris Ormston’s, in an early 18th century style. 

43 Cady Laddie A nice variant of Mount Your Baggage, from Johnson’s Collection. 
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44 Dick’s Maggot A triple-time hornpipe from Playford’s Dancing Master. 

45 Seldom Cleanly – or – Clarty Bitch the Maiden I have expanded this from versions in the Vickers 

and Crawhall manuscripts. Strains 1 and 3 here, are strains 1 and 2 of Vickers. Strains 4 and 5 here are 

respectively strains 2 and 1 from Crawhall’s more ornate version. My strain 2 is a simplification of 

Crawhall’s strain 1, my strain 6 is an elaboration of Vickers’ strain 2, so the whole set is structured as 3 

strains with a variation on each. The title ‘Seldom Cleanly’ is the title of a 17th century comic song, but 

that song has a common-time tune. 

46 The Newcastle Racer The first three strains were reprinted recently in John of the Green, the Cheshire 

Way, by John Offord. He took it from Playford’s Dancing Master, volume 3, of 1726. Strain 4, and the 

remaining pairs of strains are by Edric Ellis.  

47 The Devil’s Doorbell A recent composition by Iain Gelston. 

 

48  Bonny Lad If You Can Show Me The Way To Wallington An unusual version in A minor from 

Harry Clough’s tunebook, which is visible on FARNE. The rhythm is very irregular there, version a here, 

but I have regularised the rhythm into 9/8 to give version b. 

 

49 Shew’s The Way To Wallington This version of the tune is in both the Antiquaries’ manuscript and 

in the Fenwick manuscript, where it is attributed to James Reid. 

50 The South Shields Volunteers’ Strathspey The original was a fourth lower, in A; in the first strain, 

the second time bar had only 3 beats as written, so I have read the ascending semiquavers as quavers, as 

in the 4th bar of strain 2.  

51 Major Linshill’s Strathspey The original of this was in E flat, a semitone higher.  

My feeling is that both these strathspeys, from the Shields dance tunes, need to move quite quickly. The 

South Shields Volunteers can even be played as a rant. 

52 Johnnie Cope This set first appears in the Gillespie fiddle MS from Perthshire. There it is in G minor, 

with passages going down to low G. This was printed in McLean’s Collection in 1772. Some other tunes 

in Rook seem to derive from this collection. Rook’s set of Johnnie Cope is close to McLean’s, but a tone 

higher, and with one sharp, in A dorian. In the MS it appears adjacent to Peacock’s variation set on 

Highland Laddie, and on the page before Peacock’s Felton Lonnen, strongly suggesting that Rook 

thought of this as a pipe tune, too. I have restored the F natural, to make it closer to the Gillespie set. I 

have also changed the last semiquaver in strain 3 to a B, rather than c in the MS. Kielder Jock Davison 

also had a version of this set, in A minor. 

53 Up and Waur them a’ Willie A song tune from the 1715 rebellion, relating to the Battle of 

Sherriffmuir. The variations are from the Caledonian Pocket Companion, from the mid-18th century, 

where they are in A. Both John Rook and Cornelius Stanton played partial versions of this. Stanton’s 

copy, included in the Fenwick manuscript, which avoids the keyed notes, is marked ‘Northumberland 

small pipes, G drones in unison’. Rook called it Nea Good Luck – the usual 6/8 version of Nae Good 

Luck is closely related, corresponding to the second and fifth strains here. 

54 Gi’e The Mawking Mair O’t James Oswald’s variations on the tune we know as I Saw My Love 

Come Passing By Me, which is also known as The Drunken Wives of Carlisle.   

55 All the Gray Meal’s Gone  This tune was copied by Stokoe from the lost John Smith manuscript, 

from the 1750s. There, every strain is marked with a repeat, but I have dropped the repeats on the 8-bar 
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strains, and suggested playing the 2-bar strains four times, not twice, so as to break the set into seven 8-

bar blocks. 

56 Cut and Dry Dolly The set from Robert Riddell’s Collection of Scotch, Galwegian and Border Tunes, 

where it is explicitly stated to be Northumbrian. The basic tune from which this set derives, appears in 

John Bell’s manuscript. 

57 Highland Laddie One of many tunes in this extended family. A simple version of this one appears in 

Robert Bremner’s Scots Reels, from the mid-18th century. In the early 19th century Wilson’s Companion 

to the Ballroom, it is called Highland Black Laddie. Strains 1-4, and 7-8 of his variation set are attributed 

in the Fenwick manuscript to Robert Mackintosh. Strains 5-6 are taken from one of the tunes called 

Highland Laddie in the Rook manuscript, but I have added the second time bars there, to give them the 

same structure as the rest of the piece. Rook’s two strains do seem to fill a gap in the structure of the six 

strains in Fenwick. A different variation set on the tune, for fiddle, appears in Rook as Rebels March or 

Highland Laddie. 

58 Dorrington Lads After the 14-strain set in Dixon, this is the most complex known version of this tune 

- it has four strains in common with Dixon’s set, and one other. It is notated with F sharps in the MSS, but 

I have used F naturals here, consistently with the Dixon set. The Fenwick and Rook versions are identical, 

except for the 3rd note of bar 22. I have followed Rook here, with a crotchet A, not C. In the middle of bar 

20, I prefer geg, but both the Fenwick and Rook manuscripts read gcg here. 

 

James Fenwick’s notes state:   

As played by Robert Reid + his son James, and his daughter Elizabeth Oliver. Mrs Oliver in a letter to 

me, dated August 8th/83 says  

“most likely the same copy that poor Will Allen (sic) was trying to play when his Spirit was called 

to a more blissful rest.”   

PS if you have a 14 key’d Chanter you will find by using the B♭+ F♮  B flat + F natural in the first 

part of the tune a great improvement, it is not marked so in the tune, there being neither B♭ nor F♮ 
when it was written – E Oliver. 

 

59 Jockey’s a Traytor This title seems to be a line from a lyric, fitting the second bar perfectly. Perhaps 

the commonest title is Blue Bonnets Over The Border. There are 2 early slow versions without variations, 

as ‘Duplin House’, in Gow’s 2nd Collection of Strathspey Reels (1788) and ‘Highland Laddy’ in 

O’Farrell’s Collection of National Irish Music (1805). O’Farrell’s title suggests he thought of it as a Scots 

tune, though it is sometimes known as The Carraroe jig in Ireland nowadays. I haven’t found a source 

other than Winship for this variation set, or his title. In strain 6, bar 3, I have changed the first note from 

F# to G, to fit the other strains better. A related tune has a lyric by Sir Walter Scott; the first line of this, 

‘March, March’ is sometimes used as a title, for instance by Rook. Some features of that variant link it to 

the much older ‘Leslie’s March’ found in Henry Atkinson’s MS. A clearer precursor is ‘Oh Dear Mother, 

What Shall I Do?’ a song tune from Patie and Peggy, a ‘Scotch ballad opera’ from 1730 – as ballad 

operas used existing popular songs, the tune will probably be older. A later version of this song, in the 

Scottish Musical Museum, is close to the tune here. 

60 a, b Paddy O’Rafferty There are many variation sets on this tune, some very long. Most modern Irish 

versions have 3 or 4 strains, though O’Farrell had a set in D with 8 strains.  

Variant a is from Rook - it suits the smallpipes well, and is in the part of the manuscript containing many 

smallpipe tunes, close to ‘Jockey Laton’, and Felton Lonnen, both as in Peacock.  
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Variant b in the Winship MS consists of the first 9 strains of a 24-strain setting in an early 19th century 

collection by Mulhollan, published in Glasgow. The tipping in the last two strains is a challenge, but is 

worth attempting. Both versions sound well with DGd drones.  

61 Through The Lang Moor, or Haud Away Hame This appears in both the Stanton and Crawhall 

manuscripts. The ascending semiquaver runs are notated as gracenotes there. 

62 Nora Criona – The Policeman This tune is widespread – a 2-strain version, with the latter title, is in 

the William Hall Lister MS, in C, but this version is definitely Irish. O’Neill calls it Old Nora, though it is 

usually known by its Irish name Nora Criona. In some places, F natural sounds better than F sharp, and 

corresponds to many Irish pipers’ versions.  This is definitely a pipe tune; the 3:1 harmonic pattern of the 

tonic and subtonic chords, here G major and F major, is common currency across much of the British 

Isles, especially in Northumberland and the Borders.  Like Paddy O’Rafferty, it works very well with 

DGd drones. 

63 Jackson’s Walk to Limerick -  The Cooper of Stannerton Heugh This version, printed in 

Breathnach’s Ceol Rince na hEireann, v.4, is unknown under this name in Northumberland, and little 

known in this form in Ireland.  However, a much commoner Irish version, called Castlebar Races, 

corresponds to strains 5 and 4 of this, transposed up into G. The Northumbrian version, The Cooper of 

Stannerton/Samfordham Heugh, appears in D in Cornelius Stanton’s manuscripts. Stannerton is a variant 

name of Stamfordham. It was published in Crawhall’s book in both G and D, and in The Northumbrian 

Minstrelsy in G. This, and Castlebar Races are almost identical – the main difference is that the second 

strain of Castlebar Races is based on the pattern |xyx xyx|, while in The Cooper of Stannerton Heugh we 

have the pattern |xyx yxy|. I have added the repeat marks here. 

64 Paddy Whack This tune is widely known – in particular, the tune itself is in Peacock’s Collection. 

Lionel Winship’s 4-strain set seems to be copied, directly or indirectly, from O’Farrell’s Pocket 

Companion for the Union Pipes.  

65 Bung Your Eye The 2-strain tune is slightly adapted from a version in Aird’s collection – I have 

altered that set slightly to avoid high a. The tune is a close relative of Cuckold Come Out of the Amrey, 

and seemed to demand a variation set of its own. ‘Bung your eye’ was slang for cheap gin, perhaps 

because of the risk of it containing methanol, which causes blindness and death – ‘blind drunk’ and ‘dead 

drunk’ used to mean what they said 

66 The Monaghan Jig Despite its Irish title, its first appearance seems to be on this side of the Irish Sea,  

in Gow’s Fifth Collection of Strathspey Reels, of 1809. Tunearch says “there it is identified as "Irish," 

although the fourth part is attributed to "Mr. Sharpe of Hoddam," a Perthshire gentleman-amateur 

violinist.” 

67 At Home Wad I Be, And My Supper Wad I See A song from John Bell’s manuscript, to be taken 

slowly. 

68 Chevy Chase This, from the Fenwick manuscript, is an important view of how a mid-19th century 

piper understood Chevy Chase, as the basis for a highly decorated variation. In bar 14, the manuscript has 

a dotted crotchet A, which seems to be a mistake; I have substituted G, as in the tune itself.  

69 Sir John Fenwick’s the Flower Amang Them Robert Bewick had a 4-strain version of this tune – 

essentially the first 4 strains of this set. This 7-strain version, and variants of it, are found in a few sources 

– the Rook manuscript, Cornelius Stanton’s MS, the Society of Antiquaries MS, and 2 variants in 

Crawhall’s MS and his book. The set here is based on Crawhall’s two versions – the one in his 

manuscript is very close to the one in the Rook and  Antiquaries MSS, while the set in his book has only 
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6 strains, lacking the 6th of these, but a little more detail, principally the rhythm of the first bar, and the 

semiquaver run in bar 62. This bar seems to have a mistake – the rhythm of his text reads qss ssq qq – I 

have changed this to ssss qq qq. All these sources had contact with the Reids – Rook must have got his 

pipes from Robert, James was one of the informants for the Society of Antiquaries, and Crawhall also 

knew James. Considering how widely known the set was for much of the 19th century, it is surprising how 

it seemed to disappear after 1877. If the set dates from the 19th century, any of the Reids would certainly 

be possible candidates as the putative composer of the 7-strain set with its extended range. Alternatively 

the tune could well be much older, as it would have been playable on Border pipes with 2 pinched notes. 
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